
 

Javascript / Ionic / Angular / Frontend Developer

Vacancy for: Few 
Posted on: July 1, 2017 
Deadline: Feb. 3, 2016, midnight 

Basic Job Information 

Job Category : IT & Telecommunication 

Job Level : mid 

Job Location : Kathmandu 

Offered Salary : None 

Job Specification 

Experience Required : Not Required 

Other Specification 

- 

Job Description 

We are seeking a frontend, HTML, JS, Angular developer required for a full time position to join a dev
team building a unique e-commerce application. 

Category :  Mobile Apps, Internet / E-commerce, Programmer/Software Engineer, Web Developer / Web
Designer. 

Who we want ? 

You've been a Javascript developer for some time now, you've seen many problems, tackled a lot of
them successfully, ideally you'd write javascript applications professionally. You're comfortable getting
to know exactly you're writing code by speaking and working closely with the customer, and getting
that real insight into the problem domain. 

You've already been through the Angular learning curve: You should be comfortable creating new
directives, putting logic in services, making thinner controllers, and applying best practices. 

Be experienced in developing apps with Cordova/PhoneGap plugins (geolocation, push alerts, etc), and
building/testing/debugging Ionic apps running on iOS (Xcode/Testflight) and Android (Ionic CLI). We’d
love to hear about apps you’ve published through iTunes and Google Play. 

The code you write will be of a level that makes you proud, you write tests first, you model your
applications with extensibility in mind and understand that you're writing for humans not computers. 

Hopefully you've spent some time inside an Agile practice in the past and know how and why it works.
Maybe you've spent time in a bad one and you're keen to see how it's meant to be done. If so, we can
help. 

You're happy to express your opinion, but in a way that works for everyone. If you're one to stand up
and declare it's your way or the highway, that's not going to fly. We like to collaborate and support each
other, so rock star personalities need not apply. 

Must have good experience with the following: 
Ionic, Cordova, Angular JS, React JS, JSON APIs, App store publishing processes, Testing (Jasmine /
automated) and Git 

How to Apply? 

Send me a CV and cover letter to jonathan+js-developer@vayu.com.au that includes: 

• 
• 
• 

mailto:jonathan+js-developer@vayu.com.au
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1. Some information about what an ionic application that you've built recently and why you're proud of
it 
2. Link to your GitHub / Bitbucket account 
3. Details about what makes you tick 

OR, 

Applying Procedure 

Apply Link : https://merojob.com/javascript-ionic-angular-frontend-developer/ 
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